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ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY - MARIEB 11E

CH. 1 - THE HUMAN BODY: AN INTRODUCTION



CONCEPT: CELLS TO ORGAN SYSTEMS 
 

Cells: 

● Cells are the basic unit of life—they’re the smallest living things. Some key components are: 

□ Cell membrane—made of phospholipids—that protects the cell and anchors various proteins. 

□ Cytosol= a water-based solution filling the inside of the cell. 

 -Cytoplasm= Cytosol + ___________________________.  

 -Extracellular fluid is the fluid outside of the cell, separated from cytosol by the cell membrane. 

□ Floating in the cytoplasm are a variety of membrane-bound organelles that function to sustain cell life. 

EXAMPLE: A typical cell. 
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Tissues and Organs: 

● Tissues are many cells performing the same function. 

● Organs are a collection of _____________________________. 

 □ Organs are often made of functional units=small, repeated part that does the same job as the whole organ. 

EXAMPLE: The kidney is made up of many nephrons; the nephron is the functional unit of the kidney. 

 

Organ Systems: 

● An organ system is a group of organs working together to serve some larger function for the organism. 

 □ One organ may be part of multiple organ systems. 

EXAMPLE: The digestive system is many organs—the stomach, small intestine, pancreas, etc.—dedicated to breaking 
down and absorbing food. The pancreas is also part of the endocrine system. 
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CONCEPT: HOMEOSTASIS AND FEEDBACK CONTROL 
 

Homeostasis: 

● “Homeostasis” refers to the relatively constant, controlled nature of many physiological _________________________.  

□ Many important variables in the body fluctuate around a range of “normal” values. 

□ Much of body function and control is devoted to correcting changes to homeostatic variables. 

□ Homeostasis does not mean that these variables never change, but rather that changes are stabilized. 

EXAMPLE: Blood glucose levels spike after a meal, but are soon brought back to about 80-100 mg/dL. 
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Negative Feedback Loops: 

● Most homeostatic variables are controlled via negative feedback loops. Some components are are: 

 □ The Set Point, which is the normal value (or range of values) for a controlled variable. 

 □ A Sensor (or integrating center), which senses the variable in question (often a group of cells, usually neurons). 

 □ An Effector, which is the output/change that brings the variable back into its normal range. 

● Negative feedback loops do not prevent ____________ from occurring in the first place, but stabilize them when they do. 

● Feedback loops are often drawn as box and arrow diagrams. 

 □ A (+) sign (sometimes called a “sign-perservation”) on the arrow means the variables move in the same direction. 

  - If activity of one goes up, the activity of the other goes up too. And vice-versa. 

 □ A (-) sign (sometimes called a “sign-inversion”) on the arrow means the variables move in opposite directions. 

EXAMPLE: A generic negative feedback loop. 

 

PRACTICE: Circle One: 

 The connection between A and B is ( sign-preserving / sign-inverting ). 

 The connection between B and C is ( sign-perserving / sign-inverting ). 

● Changes in negative feedback loops may be written out linearly in arrow form. 

EXAMPLE: If there is an increase in A, then: 

↑A→↑B→↓C→↓A 

 

A B 

C 

+ 

- 

+ 
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EXAMPLE: Blood glucose is a homeostatic variable controlled by a negative feedback loop that involves the pancreas. 

 

 Or: Food→↑[Glu]blood→↑β Cell Activity→↑[Insulin]blood→↑Glu Uptake→↓[Glu]blood. 

PRACTICE: Circle One: 

 The variable with a SET POINT is ( [Glucose]blood / [Insulin]blood ). 

The SENSOR is  (β cells / [Insulin]blood / Eating Food ). 
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+ 

+ 
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- 
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Positive Feedback Loops: 

● Positive Feedback Loops are non-homeostatic—they push variables to their ___________________________ values. 

 □ Usually, positive feedback loops are pathological (really bad) or are otherwise interrupted by the body. 

EXAMPLE: Heart muscle death causes the heart to pump blood less effectively, which causes further heart muscle death. 
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Oxygen 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Blocked 
Artery→Less Blood 

to Heart Cells 

+ 
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Feed-Forward Reflexes: 

● Feed-forward reflexes are not loops, but serve to prepare the body for ________________________ changes or events. 

EXAMPLE: The gastrocolic reflex causes an increase in large intestine motility in response to food in the stomach, which 
“prepares” the large intestine for incoming food. 

 

 

 

PRACTICE: Body temperature is another homeostatic variable. So, the occurrence and regulation of a fever is an example 
of (choose all that apply): 

a) A positive feedback loop. 
b) A negative feedback loop. 
c) A change in set point. 
d) An effector. 

 

PRACTICE: Identify each of the following as an example of positive feedback, negative feedback, or feed-forward. 

↑GnRH→↑FSH→↑Estrogen→↓GnRH 

↑A→↑B→↑C→↑D 

↓Blood pH→↑Respiratory Rate→↑CO2 release from blood→↑blood pH 

Depolarization→↑Inward Na+ current→↑Depolarization 

 

 

 

Stretch in Stomach 
+ 

Eating Food 

Motility in Large 
Intestine 

More Room for New 
Food 

+ 
+ 
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